Reichbusters Painting tutorial
The Reich way to paint
(Just kidding, but it’ll do the job)((

Remmy
Welcome to the second episode of my painting tutorials for
Reichbusters. For this episode, we will continue our journey with the
next stretch goal hero: the Flying (or falling) Dutchman Remmy.
Named after a famous Dutch painter, Remmy also love to paint, but
he only paints with blood! The super dynamic pose shows Remmy
falling of an ammo crate, guns blazing, surrounded by flying bullets!
With a lot of black and dark grey, it will be challenging to make this
one look interesting, but we’ll get it done!

Preparation:
As always, do your research on his gear, and check out all available images and official
artwork. If you can miss is, spend some money on a good brush. I use a Raphael 8404
size 2 and size 0. For mixing the paint, I use a cheap brush. Use a different brush for
your metallic paints, because they’ll eat your brush alive (and we need our money to
buy more games, or to save up for Season 2)!

Priming:
Same recipe as episode 1: After giving the miniature a wash in soapy water, drying it
and after removing all those pesky mould lines, it’s time to prime the miniature. I used
black primer, followed with some zenithal highlighting with white primer. This will help
you to see where the natural highlights should be, and it makes all the small details pop,
so it will be easier to paint. I use Citadel’s Chaos Black and Corax White, but Army
Painter primer is also a good choice.

Basecoat:
1. Paint the skin with Cadian Fleshtone
with a drop of Bugman’s Glow. Two thin
layers will give nice and smooth
coverage.

2. Paint the inside of the mouth with
Army (AP) Chaotic Red.

4. Add more black to the mix (almost
completely black) for the boots, dagger
sheath, middle rim of the hat and all the
belts.

5. (see picture above) Mix Mournfang
Brown with XV-88 for the ammo crate.
Use pure XV-88 for the lid, and blend
the colours down the sides with a damp
brush for a little gradient. Also paint the
bottom of the crate, because when
Remmy will be knocked down, your
friends will see it and they’ll think you
are lazy!
6. Paint the floor tiles with Uniform
Grey.

3. Paint the coat with AP Matt Black
mixed with some AP Uniform Grey.
Don’t forget the hat on the floor!

7. Paint the grip of the dagger with
Rhinox Hide.

8. For the guns, metal parts on the crate,
and the other half of the floor, I used
Vallejo metal color air Steel.

9. I mixed in some Vallejo Pale Burnt
Metal for the small metal ammo crate on
the floor.

10. For the rest of the small metal parts,
I used Vallejo Silver. I also painted the
ribbons of the medals with AP Pure Red
mixed with some Matt Black.

11. I mixed AP Dessert Yellow with
some AP Mummy Robes for the blonde
hair. I will paint the trimmed sides of
the head later.

12. For the top rim of the hat, I used
Matt White mixed with some Ash Grey.
Oh, and give the poor guy some Matt
White teeth, so he doesn’t look like an
escapee from the nearest retirement
home! This completes the basecoat!

Washes:
After tidying up, it’s time to give Remmy
a good wash!
1. Use Citadels Reikland Fleshshade (or
AP Flesh Tone) for the skin and the hair.

2. Highlight the skin with Cadian
Fleshtone. Make sure to thin the paint
(with Lahmian Medium). Then add
some Kislev Flesh and add some smaller
highlights (cheeks, nose).

3. For the pupils, use the Pigma Micron
005. Tidy up with Cadian Fleshtone.
2. Use Citadel Nuln Oil (or AP Dark
Tone) for everything else… and it’s
done!

Highlights:
1. Paint the eyes with Matt White.

4. I thinned down the hair colour mix
with some Lahmian Medium, and
painted the trimmed sides of the hair,
and also the eyebrows. On the character
art, it looks like he has a light beard, so
I thinned down the mix some more to
add some shade to the cheeks and chin.

5. I also used the mix for the trimmed
sides to highlight the hair. I added some
more Mummy Robes for the smaller
highlights.

6. With a small drybrush, highlight the
guns and metal parts of the crate, using
Pale Burnt Metal.

7. I painted the brown strip on the
MP-40 with Rhinox Hide.

8. I used Mournfang Brown for the
grips of both the handguns.

9. Gently drybrush XV-88 to the edges
of the crate. For the upper edges, add
some Mummy Robes to the mix.

10. Drybrush Ash Grey on the floor tiles.
Blame Remmy for dropping his hat and
making this more difficult than
necessary!

11. For the first highlights on the coat,
mix some additional Uniform Grey to
the basecoat mix.

12. Add some Ash Grey to the mix, focus
on highlighting the top of the arms and
his right knee.

13. For the silver parts, just use a reapplication of Vallejo Silver to highlight
the various belt buckles, the dagger and
badges on the coat.

It’s time to add the final details to
complete the miniature!

Finishing Touches:

4. Paint some additional Matt White to
the teeth.

1. Paint the front part of the medal
ribbons with Pure Red, mixed with a
little bit of Matt Black.

5. Paint the rim of the base with AP Matt
Black.
2. Carefully paint the scar on his right
cheek with Bugman’s Glow.

6. Seal the miniature with matt varnish
(I use AK Interactive Matt Varnish,
applied with a brush).
3. Paint the two rims on the middle
black strip of the hat with Ash grey.

7. Paint some Ardcoat Gloss Varnish on
the boots, the belts and the brim of the
hat on the floor.

This completes the painting tutorial for Remmy! See you next time!

Follow me on Instagram @ehlegast_miniaturepainting

